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ABSTRACT
We present a novel method of stacking decision trees by projection into an ordered time split out-
of-fold (OOF) one nearest neighbor (1NN) space. The predictions of these one nearest neighbors
are combined through a linear model. This process is repeated many times and averaged to reduce
variance. Generalized Linear Tree Space Nearest Neighbor (GLTSNN) is competitive with respect to
Mean Squared Error (MSE) compared to Random Forest (RF) on several publicly available datasets.
Some of the theoretical and applied advantages of GLTSNN are discussed. We conjecture a classifier
based upon the GLTSNN would have an error that is asymptotically bounded by twice the Bayes
error rate like k = 1 Nearest Neighbor.
Keywords cs.LG - Machine Learning
1 Introduction
Stacked Generalization [Wolpert, 1992] is often used in competitive machine learning to increase model predictive
power on held out data. However, the typical methods of stacking result in explicit target leakage [Dorogush et al.,
2017]. To avoid all explicit target leakage, it is possible to create an artificial psuedo-random time index for each
data point. Then the arrow of time is respected such that only prior information is used in training an estimator.
The trained estimator can then predict on future data. These leak free predictions can then be used as inputs to
other estimators that also respect the arrow of time. In particular, we utilize Cascade Generalization in our ensemble
estimator [Gama and Brazdil, 2000] to lower bias. Then we average across many different 1NN meta feature based
linear models to reduce variance. This final step of our estimator leaks the target as the arrow of time is not respected
and all data is used. However, such leakage is the price paid for increased estimator power. We show this new estimator
with reduced bias and reduced variance is highly competitive with Random Forest (RF) Breiman [2001].
2 Methods
We implement our novel algorithm in Python (3.8.5) [Van Rossum and Drake Jr, 1995] with Pandas (1.1.5)
[pandas development team, 2020] [Wes McKinney, 2010], Numpy (1.19.4) [Harris et al., 2020], and Sklearn (0.23.2)
[Pedregosa et al., 2011]. At a high level, our algorithm fits decision tree (extra tree) estimators on time based splits of
the input data. These trees form a cascade where the predictions of prior trees are fed into future trees. The second
stage after the cascade of trees consists of many 1NN estimators on different shuffles of the input data where the
feature space is the out-of-fold (OOF) tree space. Notice that in general these 1NN when used on training data does
not output the data point itself. The final meta estimator takes the output of many 1NN estimators as input to a linear
model (Bayesian Ridge) and outputs a final prediction.
While this estimator can be implemented in any language, the exact Python code used in all our experiments is pre-
sented here.
import copy
import pandas as pd
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import numpy as np
from sklearn.linear_model import BayesianRidge
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsRegressor
from sklearn.base import BaseEstimator, RegressorMixin
from sklearn.tree import ExtraTreeRegressor
class LTNNRegressor(BaseEstimator, RegressorMixin):








def fit(self, X, y):
X = pd.DataFrame(X, copy=True)
features_list = X.columns.tolist()
X["___target"] = y







for n_seed in range(self.num_knn):






for n_fold in range(self.num_folds - 1):




dt.fit(X_train[features_list + knn_features], X_train["___target"])
tree_list.append(copy.deepcopy(dt))
preds = dt.predict(X_valid[features_list + knn_features])
X["___knn_" + str(n_fold)] = np.nan
X.loc[valid_index, "___knn_" + str(n_fold)] = preds
X["___knn_" + str(n_fold)].fillna(
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X_copy = pd.DataFrame(X, copy=True)
final_preds = []
for num, knn in enumerate(self.knn_list):
X = X_copy.copy()
X_meta = pd.DataFrame()
for feat, tree in enumerate(self.tree_list[num]):
X_meta["___knn_" + str(feat)] = tree.predict(X)





We note some interesting applied properties of this estimator. First, the difficulty of normalizing data and weighting
features for 1NN is not present in our algorithm. This is because the cascade of trees does this projection for us. This
means the estimator can be used like Random Forest on even categorical input features. Second, the 1NN does not
overfit to the degree you would expect 1NN to overfit because the prior level of estimators respect the arrow of time
when making OOF predictions. Third, many rows for many features that are input into the 1NN are imputed with the
OOF decision tree prediction mean which causes very slight target leakage. This can be taken out by using imputation
by 0 or some other constant. However, this does not work as well as mean based imputation given the final model
is linear in nature. Lastly, any linear model can be used as the final stage estimator. In our implementation we use
Bayesian Ridge Regression, but we could have easily used a Generalized Linear Model with a Gamma distribution or
Robust Regression with a Huber loss function. This allows flexibility with respect to loss functions depending on the
type of problem that needs to be solved.
3 Experiments
We conduct three experiments on three different datasets. All three datasets are regression problems where the target
is real valued. The datasets include:
• Boston house-prices
• Diabetes disease progression
• Friedman 1 simulation
We use the default parameters for sklearn’s Random Forest. The parameters of our novel estimator GLTSNN is also
fixed across all three datasets. The fixed default parameters are exactly as delineated in our code. Five fold cross
validation is used with a fixed seed for both estimators. The models are evaluated on OOF MSE.
def run_experiments(reg):
from sklearn.datasets import load_diabetes, load_boston, make_friedman1
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error





for X,y in data_list:
kf = KFold(n_splits=5, shuffle=True, random_state=0)
y_pred = cross_val_predict(reg, X, y, cv=kf)




The MSE of our novel estimator is lower than Random Forest for all three experiments. We do not imply that our
estimator is better than Random Forest in general, or even on these datasets. It is possible a highly tuned version of
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Random Forest or Extra Trees would beat GLTSNN. However, these results show our estimator is competitive with
other ensemble methods such as RF 1.
5 Conclusion
We have constructed a novel estimator (regressor) based upon stacking, cascading, and pseudo time based fold gener-
ation. The foundations of the estimator suggest a reduction in both bias and variance. Furthermore we conjecture this
estimator to have lower correlation with other tree based methods because of it utilizes a 1NN based meta estimator.
Future research may consider extending this to estimator to classification. A open theoretical question is whether or
not this estimator has an error rate that is asymptotically bounded by a constant less than or equal to two times the
Bayes error rate. Future applied work could focus upon time efficiency through approximate nearest neighbor, and
online estimation methods.
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